Jean-Claude Lord's

Visiting Hours
It would be an interesting experiment
to collect the dementia-forming experiences of the psycho-killer movies of
the past few years and present them to a
good clinical psychiatrist for comment.
It is likely that any good shrink would
laugh at the evidence and tell you that
the resulting trauma would be unlikely
to create knife-wielding killers. After all,
what is most twisted about the psychopath is not guilt-inducing experiences
but the absence of moral sense. They
may feel compelled to kill, but they are
able to kill because they cannot feel
guilty.
In the pursuit of narrative tidiness
that has marked the thin retreads of
Psycho, there is always a flashback or
introductory sequence which explains
the killer's motivation as that of revenge,
or sexual disgust or loneliness. What is
forgotten about Psycho is first that the
psychiatrists explanation tells us far
less about Norman Bates than we already
know for ourselves, and second, that
Norman was something far more unusual than a psychopath: he was a
legitimate schizophrenic.
In Jean Claude Lord's Visiting Hours,
the demented slasher is Colt Hawker
(Michael Ironside), an impotent sadist
who is haunted by memories of the day
his mother assaulted his dad with a pot
of boiling oil while he was trying to
screw her in the kitchen. Dad is still
hanging around, horribly scarred and
hospitalized, but Colt remains peeved
enough at women to enjoy stabbing
them and photographing their deaths.
Colts latest rage is triggered by Deborah Ballin, (Lee Grant), who delivers
strident editorials on women's issues her latest hobby-horse being a woman
convicted of murder for killing her husband after several years of abuse. Colt
attacks her unsuccessfully, and she is
rushed to the hospital where she is
attended by her boyfrienti/producer
Gary BaylorlWilliam Shatner), and Sheila
Munroe (Linda Purl), described in the
execrable press kit as a "dedicated,
caring nurse." Of course, Colt Hawker is
not yet finished, and the film follows his
efforts to kill Ballin in what desperately
wants to be a terrifying climax.
There are two or three essential problems with Visiting Hours First and
foremost is the cast. There is a legitimate
lack of sense in casting a horror film of
this sort with a relatively upscale cast.
The teenaged thrillseekers who form
the main audience for this kind of picture
do not really care that it is Oscar-winning
Lee Grant who is the target of the madman's blade. After all, Halloween and
Friday the 13th, the two most successful slasher pictures, have no stars of an\
description. Indeed, the presence of
good actors like Grant and Lenore Zann
have the effect of distracting us from the
affectless, existential hell of the lowbudget horror film. It is even possible to
argue that recognizable faces make it
less easy to create sympathy than unknowns, because we spend half our
time wondering what Lee Grant is doing
in a turkey like this, rather than worrying about her character.

By populating a slasher movie with
adults, you create a second credibility
problem. After all, you expect teenagers
to do dumb things. Lee Grant comes
home to an empty house to find the
shower on and the maid not answering.
Does she leave the house and call the
police ? Nope. 'There may be a burglar
with a gun in the bathroom, so I'd better
investigate.' One gets the feeling that
people in cheap horror movies have
never seen a cheap horror movie.
Creating yet another problem is a
psycho as a fully realized character.
With Michael Ironside in Visiting Hours
(or Tony Beckley in When a Stranger
Calls), you do not have the faceless
monster of Halloween or Friday the
13th. Putting a human character in that
situation creates a different kind of
movie, one as much about the psycho as
about bis victims. Remember, Psycho is
very much about this sensitive, nervous,
young hotel manager who takes such
good care of his mother, and the balance
of sympathy is on bis side for a great
deal of the film.
The third and knottiest problem is
that Visiting Hours is a Canadian film
designed to follow box-office trends.
The problem is that there are very few
trends left at all, and the slasher cycle is
a particularly dodgy one, because the
only two which have taken off into the
box-office stratosphere have been Halloween and Friday the 13th. This t\pe of
horror film is essentially inimical to our
national psychology. .After all, it is
arguable that our two greatest horror
stories are the saga of the Donnelly
family (the community turns on o u t
sidersl and Margaret Atwoods Surfacing
which is a ghost story in which the ghost
never appears. One might add to this list
Earle Birney's David, were the monster
is nature itself

The crazed killer is an American phenomenon - witness the classic myths
like the story of the escaped mad murderer, the man who kills the baby upstairs while the baby sitter sits downstairs, and all the variations on these
tales. The fact that these stories are
native to the American psychology
means that John Carpenter could make
art out of Halloween, George Romero
out of Night of the Living Dead, and
Tobe Hooper out The Texas Chainsaw
Massacre because they felt the stories in

their bones. When we try to imitate a
foreign genre, we w^ind up with a Visiting
Hours, a Terror Train, a My Bloody
Valentine, where artistic decisions are
based solely on commercial factors.
These films are aesthetically unsuccessful because they are not felt by their
makers. And if the filmmaker has no
feeling for what he is doing, then the
audience is unlikely to have any feeling
for what is being done to them.
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